gg                        GENERAL SPBCIFIOATIOHS.
59.   The Theory of                              The
of the advertisement being to secure is lar|je it                      at
possible from responsible bidders, it               that the
turn' conveyed in it should be such  as not only to             the
attention of such parties, but such as                          them to
decide whether or not it would be worth their            to
• a bid.    A prominent title indicating the                               of
the work would serve   to attract the attention of engaged in that line of work.    It is a common               to omit
this title, with the result that one is               to rent!            the
entire advertisement, which is usually printed  in before he can learn what the nature of the work it,    It It also to announce that the proposals or bids which arc to tic mitted shall be sealed, with the implied seals are not to be broken until the bids are opened at the place,
' date, and hour named. This is for the purpose of preventing collusion and fraud. In other words the bids are to remain           and unknown except to the bidders themselves until the hour arrives for opening them. It is also customary to that bids or proposals shall be opened in the presence of flic hidden, in other words at an open meeting of the board, or committee, or
"corporation, or council. To this meeting all pcmona are free to come and see the bids opened, and to hear them publicly read, with the privilege of taking down the prices named if they choose.
The description of the work included in the advertisement should be sufficient to enable the contractor to decide whether or not it was of such a character as he would he willing to undertake, and also sufficient to enable him to determine the amount of work to be done, and the time required to perform it, as well as the probable approximate cost of the ssmcf and the amount of capital required to successfully prosecute it. The advertisement should also indicate whether or not the work would be let in parts or only as a whole. If it may be

